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I. Characteristics, Limit Breaks, Refreshes

There are five Characteristics that a character possesses. These
determine not how the character can act, but with what style they can
act. They are:

* Passion
* Cunning
* Resolve
* Grace
* Luck

They are rated by a value. This value determines /how many/ dice you
roll in a situation. This rating will go down temporarily when you are
attacked.

When a Characteristic is reduced to zero from damage, it will erupt
into a Limit Break. This will give you monstrous power for one round,
but then it will die away until Refreshed. This is called Broken. If a
character is Broken on three Characteristics, they can become
unconscious and awaken in the next scene with a 1 in each
Characteristic that was Broken. If the player does not wish to go
unconscious, they can continue to act. However, if any one
Characteristic is Broken, then they are forced to retire the
character.

You can Refresh any Characteristic by calling for a scene to do so
within the guidelines given. These scenes are light hearted and
shouldn't be focused on a conflict. When completed, any applicable
Characteristics are Refreshed. A Characteristic does not have to be
Broken to be Refreshed.

II. Realms and Engines

There are five Realms that surround the world, and they have a great
influence on the characters. The Realms are:

* <Name> - Filled with light and sacrifice, its power is Holy
* <Name> - Filled with darkness and subterfuge, its power is
Shadow
* <Name> - Filled with fire and malice, its power is Demonic
* <Name> - Filled with ether and meditation, its power is
Spiritual
* <Name> - Filled with metal and violence, its power is
Alchemy

Fictionally, each character draws their extraordinary powers from
these Realms and can eventually visit them when the time is right.

Your connection to a Realm is called an Engine. Each Engine will have
a rating, which can be zero. You will spend points from these Engines
to fuel special abilities based on your Jobs. They can be refilled
similarly to Refreshes.

You can choose to have a Prime Engine, to which you are more closely
attuned. This will make your uses of the Engine more powerful but
leave you vulnerable to attacks from opposite Realms. If you take a
Prime Engine, one Engine will become unavailable to you.

III. Jobs and Dark Fates

There are many Jobs in Grande Finale. They serve to define your past,
determine your Aspects, and equip you for battle. Some Jobs are:

* Dark Knight
* Dragoon
* Summoner
* Ninja
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* Magus
* Gambler

Each Job will have a rating, which can be zero. This rating will be
used to gain XP, which will be spent to increase your Characteristics.
Also, each Job comes with a Dark Fate. When a Job has become heavily
ingrained in you, you have to break the cycle or succumb to retiring
your character, who can no longer adapt to the world. Your Dark Fate
will determine what kind of actions you take, and you will have to
struggle to defeat it. Your friends will be able to help you, though,
so make sure you don't lose them. Examples are:

* Fatal Loyalty
* Impervious Arrogance
* Deceptive Reflections
* Arcane Mysteries

Dark Fates have a tally based on how many times the Job has been used
to gain XP. When a Dark Fate is worked through, the tally returns to
zero.

IV. Aspects and Combos

Aspects have ratings. They determine what number you have to roll
under to gain successes. Just like Tenra Bansho.

Certain Aspects will be tied to other players. This will allow you to
do Combos and add your successes together.

V. Horoscopes and Destinies

There will be 12 Horoscopes that will determine some of your past,
your personality, and your Destinies.

You will have guidelines to act along. These guidelines, when followed
or broken, will gain points toward a Destiny, which acts like a Dark
Fate but is more like a Spotlight Scene you've chosen.

VI. Mechanics

This game uses d6s.

VII.
VIII.

IX.
X.
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